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Welcome in the world of
comfortable travel
Welcome to GLOBECAR
When Peter Pössl designed his first motorhome in the 80s, which was so uniquely
suitable for daily use, he opened completely new horizons for enthusiastic travelers.
This new and flexible way to travel and enjoy leisure is being again newly defined
by the GLOBECAR brand. Reason: GLOBECAR is adding the aspects luxury and living
comfort into a completely renewed form of quality. And it seems many globetrotters
just waited for this innovation. Because GLOBECAR motorhomes are not to be missed
again from Europe’s streets, roads and motorways since their introduction in 2004.
What makes a GLOBECAR so distinguishable from other motorhomes of its class?
A certain elegance, modern design, quality and – last but not least – a highly
attractive value for money. And these characteristics do not only convince new
customers every year, but also renowned Expert Reviewers. Since 2004 motorhomes
by GLOBECAR and its sister brand PÖSSL are being decorated on a regular basis.

Discover the large world of GLOBECAR at one of our many dealerships all over
Europe – definitely close to you as well.
We are looking forward to meet you.

„GLOBECAR is technology,
for travels which impress.“

Globecar proves that our efforts to consequently create travel comfort are successful.
The thought-through design, the considerate selection of the highest quality conversion
components and the production by people, who themselves are avid camper van users,
who know the needs and wishes of avid campers, are guaranteeing excellent, comfortable
and secure travel quality.
As Sales CEO I am not only enjoying the work on our model range, its design and
production. More so the enthusiasm of our dealer network and the joy of our costumers
are an inspiration and joy for myself to continue to deliver the best travel experience
possible for you and your passengers.
Globecar: Comfortable and Strong technology, which creates enjoyment and
unforgettable travel moments.
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The Globecar Highlights
A decade of great ideas –
standard in your Globecar

Skylight Frames (GFK)
We solely use carefully sealed and solid adapter GFK
adapter frames for our skylights.

Electric Step (Omnistep)
Largest foot plate (700mm) For easy, safe access. One
press of a button and the step moves in and out.

Softlock (Locking Assistance)
Never again waking up the whole camp site with a sliding door slam.
Softlock locks the sliding door securely and quietly, you just close it.
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Insect Screen-Plissé
For fresh air and keep out the flying pests.

Pop-Top Roof (optional)
With two additional sleeping places.

The Globecar Highlights
A decade of great ideas –
standard in your Globecar

Roof Insulation
30 mm Insulation, 20 mm Styrofoam and 3 mm hard board.

Heating
Evenly distributed throughout the van. Winter warmth, View the You tube* ™
videos of Globecar Winter test on the internet.

Huge Bed
Our Rear Beds are the largest and most robust of the industry – fitted
with aluminium-wood bedframes and ultra-comfortable mattresses.

Cranked Skylights *
No pressing, pushing, pulling or getting your fingers stuck: just cranking the
skylight open with one hand. Standard with Insect fly Screen and black out blinds.

Flip up extra workspace and storage
For quickly packing and securing under the bench and in the pedestal.

Easy to use blinds
The blinds of the high-quality ISO-Windows are operated easily with just
one hand. The perfect view- and sun screen.

*not with model Revolution, (high roof)
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Optional Pop-Top Roof – large entry access
The large entry to the Pop-Top Roof gives safe and comfortable entry
and exit into the “2nd Sleeping Room”.

Storage Space XXL
Our Rear Beds are demountable, foldable and stackable. Always the
maximum storage space in the rear.

Bulkhead Partition
Entry Step to the bed by night, practical bulkhead partition – ensuring
everything stays in place, even in case of an emergency braking.

Optional Pop-Top Roof – Huge Space and easily folded
The optional Pop-Top Roof offers comfortable sleeping space on a large bed
measuring 1.300 x 2.000 mm. Ideal for the kids, Or Adults should you wish.

2 Access Openings to the Fresh Water Tank
The Fresh Water Tank is fillable from the outside and offers two
openings to ensure easy cleaning and visual inspection.

2 or 3* drawers in the Kitchenette *(model dependent)
The times when there had to be compromises in the kitchen in a camper
are definitely over. All appliances have space in the kitchen.

a Globecar

Made in Germany
Every vehicle is built in Germany – with all the decades of experience in
motorhome conversion.
You count on us for decades
We have been and will still be there in the decades to come. With new
vehicles, models and with European and UK Type approved All-Around Service.
Trendsetting and Innovations: Globecar - the one the competition copy
Whenever you come across a new innovation in a panel van conversion, it had
its origin in one of our innovations. Our latest innovations: Softlock, the locking
assistance for the sliding door. Standard and exclusive with us*. *Except H-Line.
Newest Production Techniques
We are always using the newest production techniques and –technologies,
developed for and by us in decades of approved and successful production.
Best Equipment
We are only using the best and carefully selected materials for the interior, which have
been approved 100% in travel and driving conditions within the market over the years.
First Class Accessories
We are only trusting the best providers and distributors for equipment and conversion
material, with whom we are working in approved and trusting partnerships and cooperations.
Dynamic Driveability
Due to the rigid vehicle body you will experience our campers as a
conventional car with an extremely dynamic driveability and pleasant
background noise. No comparison with older motorhome designs.
Huge Variety of Products
Are you travelling à deux? Or with your family? Or sometimes with and
sometimes without? Thanks to our unique product variety, you will find your
motorhome to fulfil your dreams.
Value Retention
Best quality and huge popularity are creating optimal value retention and
resale values. High residual value and Desirability.
Europe-wide Dealer Network
It doesn’t matter where your travels are leading to – we will be there for you nearby.
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Just do what you like to do.
Your GLOBECAR will do it with you.

All-day car and motorhome in one. Incluive all driving and travelling comforts. Welcome
to the D-Line – built for your chores and duties and for your comfort-travel demands.
Based on Fiat Ducato or Citroën Jumper chassis.
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The D-Line Overview

Book your Travel Accommodation here...

6.36 m
5.99 m
5.41 m
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ROADSCOUT R
Compact, Agile, Nimble Camping Van on (5.41Mtr)
The best way to describe the Roadscout R is „ Short and Sweet “. It
opens up much more optimised space in the washroom and double
as a room divider between living and sleeping areas. Additionally this

Standard Design Upholstery Square

layout allows for more leg room in the half dinette. That’s how comfy
agility can be.

Extra Large Bed Large and comfortable double bed with ceiling Cabinets above.

Roomy Kitchen
Storage-optimised sturdy cupboards and drawers

Practical Central washroom
More space in the washroom and
doubling as a room divider

Generous Half Dinette Half Dinette with more leg room for four people
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GLOBESCOUT
Best seller with Extra Storage
With only 5.99m chassis length the Globescout is the trump card
with unifying the best of the world of camping. This layout has been a
favourite of Camping - and driving models throughout the years.

Design ELEGANCE Upholstery Silver

In terms of optimised storage space, sleeping room, driving dynamics
or parking: the Globescout is the best travel companion.

Sleeping comfortably Large double bed in the rear

Roomy Kitchen area
Sturdy Cupboards and drawers offer ample space for storage

Extra large half dinette Extra leg room for four people

Big washroom
Domestic style fittings
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GLOBESCOUT R
Dynamic with Central washroom
The beloved and approved Globescout with a Central washroom.
Functional with a central shutter divider, which doubles as shower
cubicle and as room divider between sleeping and living area.
Washroom fittings almost like at home. Above all the Globescout

Standard Design Upholstery Venice

R offers all the comforts of the Gloebscout, especially the large
double bed in the rear – perfect for comfortably sleeping-in. Practical
addition: a prominently lifted fridge above a spacious wardrobe.

Kingsize Bed Ultra comfort, generously measuring 1.960 x 1.570  /  1.450 mm

Roomy and practical kitchen
Comfort and space to cook, ample storage for food and utensils

Extra large half dinette Seatbelts and leg room for four people

Practical Central washroom
Screen doors for showering and doubling as a room divider
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GLOBESCOUT LIMITED
Sporty, Individual, elegantly designed
The ideal vehicle for the individualistic holiday-maker. The Globescout
Limited is designed for all, who like the extra-ordinary: from the highvalue designs and décors to the clever central washroom, the vehiclecolour finished bumpers, alloy wheels and its remarkable porthole

Design ELEGANCE Upholstery Activity

windows, the Globescout Limited fulfils the wishes of the distinguished
traveller to stand above the rest. Style and Travel Comfort in best unity.
A real head-turner.

Separate Bedroom Large and comfortable double bed in the rear

Designer Kitchen
Tasteful and practical

Elegant Half Dinette Roomy and extravagantly designed

Practical Central washroom
Screen doors For more room whilst showering and
doubling as room divider
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GLOBESTAR 600 W
The Sum of our Experience: For a Feeling like you’re at Home
Feeling at home whilst being on the road: the Globestar 600W
Combining our experiences of 10 years of motorhome design to produce
a perfect feeling of home: compact and comfortable for relaxing
evenings, practical full wardrobe space for storage and work in the
kitchen and the central washroom for optimal usage of available space.

Standard Design Upholstery Silver

Last but not least: comfortable and generous sleeping space in the rear
bedroom, combined with storage beneath and above the double bed.
And all this on a nimble 5.99m chassis – impossible to ask for more in
this class of vehicle.

Kingsize Bed With 1.960 x 1.570 / 1.370 mm comfy and extra large

XL-Fridge
Absorber fridge with 138 l volume

Extra large half dinette Space for relaxing evenings for four people

Practical Central washroom
Screen doors for showering and doubling as a room divider.
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GLOBESTAR 600 L
The Storage Miracle with Single Beds
“There’s space in the smallest of cabins” – seldom this motto was
embodied better than in the Globestar 600 L. The 600 L includes
everything, which defines a Globecar: comfortable relaxing in the half

Standard Design Upholstery Silver

dinette, enjoyable cooking in the practical kitchen and refreshing hygiene
in the central washroom. Even more: two spacious single beds in the rear
for restful sleep and rest.

Seperate Bedroom Large single beds and dividable from the living room for restful sleep.

Extra spacious kitchen
Functional with optimised storage space and large worktop.

Ultra comfortable, comfy half dinette
Option, changed into a third bed *Available Most Models

Central washroom
Washroom door, which doubles as a room divider.
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GLOBESTAR 600 L Revolution
Adaptive and flexible, with height adjustable bed
The approved and popular electrically height-adjustable bed is a
significant feature of our very successful Campscout Revolution, but
now on 5.99 meters chassis length. You will find even more storage

Design ELEGANCE Upholstery Activity

space beneath the height-adjustable double bed in the rear. *Optionally
you can fit another bed right beneath. Proof that thought-through
design is not only creating comfort, but also space.

Electrically height-adjustable rear bed
Flexible storage space in the rear with a touch of
a button. Additional rear bed optional.

Cooking like at home
A kitchen, which leaves nothing to wish for concerning space, ergonomics and storage.

Travelling and comfortable seating for four
Spacious half dinette for four for comfy seating and safe travelling.

Practical Central washroom
The spacious central shower, doors
which double as a room divider
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GLOBESTAR 640 DK
Handy & Great
Optimal handling with maximal comfort – this is how to describe the new accessories and clothing. Even the kitchen convinces with large storage in
GLOBESTAR 640 DK. Its unique centralized washroom/toilet concept is
its drawers. And – last but not least – the XXL Rear Bed creates the
extremely flexible. Below the large, but still quite compact Compressor sleeping comfort like at home.
Fridge, there’s room for a voluminous wardrobe for a lot of travel

Standard Design Upholstery Venice

Dividable bedroom With large double bed in the rear.

Elegant Dinette Roomy and with extravagant design

Design-Kitchen
Tasteful and practical.

New Washroom/Toilet-Concept
More elbow room in the shower/toilet and room divider
in one, plus utilizable as shower or wardrobe.
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CAMPSCOUT
Maximum Space and Maximum Sleeping Comforts
Whoever looks for “luxuriously large” will definitely find the Campscout.
This camper offers everything at large on a 6.36m chassis: a spacious
half dinette for four people, a functional and big kitchenette and the

Design ELEGANCE Upholstery Activity

generous central washroom for hygienic refreshment. But the highlight is
and stays the largest beds in the industry: two single beds in the rear.
Campscout: that spells “travel enjoyment in XXL format”.

Dividable bedroom with large single beds Largest sleeping area with single beds

Extra large kitchen
With a fridge in work height

Central washroom
Shower with door that doubles as room divider

Convivial Seating arrangement ´Lots of space for four people in the half dinette
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CAMPSCOUT Revolution
Storage Giant with height-adjustable Bed
This is the Campscout with added innovation and “Revolution”: it is no
longer necessary to dismantle the rear beds to create more storage
space. Now it only needs the touch of a button and the large rear
double bed is being raised up to create the space for all the valuable

Standard Design Upholstery Venice

hobby equipment, like bikes, scuba diving gear ect. *Optionally an
additional double bed can be placed under the height-adjustable rear
bed. More space and more flexibility.

Separate Bedroom
With electrically height-adjustable bed –
for even more space.

Extra large Kitchen
Functional and with a lot of optimised storage ideas

Comfy half dinette Space for four on the trip and at the destination

Central washroom
Shower with door doubles as Room Divider
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CAMPSCOUT B
Visible Greatness
The CAMPSCOUT B shows its greatness in a very special way: its new
lower installed fridge enables a completely new perspective inside and
through the vehicle, which creates a new spatial atmosphere. Also the

Standard Design Upholstery Silver

new wardrobe and storage concepts adding to this new view. Space and
Room are connected and combined uniquely in the new CAMPSCOUT B.

Dividable Bedroom With large, comfortable double bed in the rear

Design-Kitchen
Tasteful and practical

Elegant Dinette Spacious and extravagantly designed

Spacious Washroom/Toilet
Comfort, almost like at home
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TRAVELLING WITH STYLE

GLOBECAR: The individual and
stylish way to travel comfortably

To travel and to discover new horizons is part of human nature. And significantly characteristic is the
answer to the question “How?”
GLOBECAR has found a unique and characteristic connection of equipment, design, function and
therefore comfortable way of travelling.
A great example are the windows of a GLOBECAR. Their built quality as solid framed windows are not
only extra secure against burglary, but also – thanks, to their automotive design – aerodynamic and
therefore extra silent.
The interior with its high value ambience in Yacht-Optic invites equally to small trips as to long travels.
Premium functional elements in Aluminium- and Chrome-Optic, like for example handles, reilings,
trimmings and control panels are completing the elegant and modern optic of the motorhome.
Get comfortable. This is the way to travel.
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INTERIOR
Let your ideas flow

Your freedom starts with choice and not only the wide variety of layouts
will spoil you for choice but also our variety of upholstery, wood décors
and vehicle finishes will create your very own Globecar. All for reflecting
your individuality whilst travelling.
Your dealer will gladly support you in making all the right choices for
your Globecar and will present you with all available option – like the
Raising Roof for example.
Please be advised that some options, upholsteries, décors and finishes
are subject to surcharges.

STANDARD DESIGN

ELEGANCE DESIGN (OPTIONAL)

Wood Décor Topaz Apfel with standard upholstery Venice.

Wood Décor Lorraine Walnut with standard upholstery Activity and
high value furniture built with flush-mounted cupboard flaps.

UPHOLSTERY SILVER (OPTIONAL) UPHOLSTERY ACTIVITY
Our modern, timeless and very hardwearing upholstery option for the D-Line.

A fresh modern look for the D-Line.

UPHOLSTERY SQUARE (OPTIONAL) UPHOLSTERY VENICE
(STANDARD UPHOLSTERY)
Warm Beige tones harmonise especially
well with the layered surfaces and
furniture edges.

UPHOLSTERY LIMONTA

Young, fresh and cheeky. Limonta offers a
Timeless and purist design for a clean and fresh wind in your Globecar and harmonises
perfectly with the Elegance Design option.
open look.

EXTERIOR
The big world of finishes

Regardless if Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato –
here you will get an overview over the vehicle
colour finishes of your Globecar:

White 210 (Fiat) / White 549 (Citroën)

Imperial Blue

Tizian Red

Lago Azurro Metallic

Profondo Red Metallic

Aluminium Grey Metallic

Iron Grey Metallic

Golden White Metallic

Black Metallic (Fiat) /
Graphito Grey Metallic (Citroën)
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Lots of comforts and space at the
most beautiful places of the world.
Discovering the world – but please without compromises?
Welcome to the world of GLOBECAR’s H-Line. The perfect combination of spaciousness,
quality and fair price.
Built for all, who travels according to the motto: “The journey is its own reward”.
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What defines the
H-Line?

GLOBECAR Owners know what they value the most with their motorhomes.
But what distinguishes the top-equipped D-Line from the even more valuable
H-Line? Here are a few answers:
According to the motto: “Everything can be improved”, the H-Line offers – besides
its revered raised roof – a lot of improvements in many details, more luxury and
comfort.
For example, CPL-covered surfaces. CPL surfaces are much more resistant to
abrasion, scratches and impacts than other surface materials. They are additionally
heat-resistant, easy to clean and absolutely non-fading. Also the detailed and high
value manufacture furniture built quality in the interior and the lighting concepts
– with individually switchable spot lights – are heightening the value of H-Line
GLOBECAR motorhomes. Added are premium shade shutters and scratch resistant
mineral granite work surfaces. Breathable crunch velour completes the luxurious
and high value ambience of the interior. But the H-Line distinguishes itself from
the outside. Bumpers all finished in vehicle colour, enhance the optic and are
therefore the crème de la crème for the distinguished custumer, who know what to
demand from a H-Line GLOBECAR.

6.36
5.99

5.41
4.99

The H-Line Overview

Plenty of Space at the most
beautiful places of this world

6.36 m
5.99 m
5.41 m
4.99 m
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VARIO 499
Genius for Two
The smallest Globecar – and still very big! The “ground level” of the
Vario 499 offers all comforts of a Globecar: comfortable seating for up to
four people, comfortable kitchen and a generously spaced washroom in

Upholstery Nizza

the rear. The large bed in the raised GFK-Roof provides restful sleep –
Heaven on 4.99m chassis length.

Foldable Bed in the GFK Raised Roof Providing space during the day, creating dreams at night.

Functional and spacious kitchen
With 3-flame burner hob and plenty of storage

Comfortable half dinette For relaxing evenings for up to four people

Washroom in the Rear
Large washroom and toilet, positioned over the full
width of the vehicle.
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VARIO 545
Ideal for Four
And off you go on a family trip! The Vario 545 can do something for
you, what no comparable camper could before: offering a maximum of
sleeping space on a minimum of chassis space. Reason: a large bed

Upholstery Solero

in the GFK Raised Roof, plus *(optionally) two bunk beds in the rear of
the camper. Alternatively, the bunk beds can be dismantled to create
maximum storage in the rear.

Bed in the raised roof and optional bunk beds in the rear
Use the rear area for restful sleep or as storage – your choice.

Functional and spacious kitchenette
With 3-flame hob and loads of storage

Comfy half dinette For convivial evenings for up to four people

Central Washroom
“Refreshment Centre” and additional room divider.
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CONCORDE COMPACT
Great Luxury
A true luxury classic. This model brings together efficient design,
functional solutions and optimal use of space – all developed to
perfection.

Upholstery Mindoro

Time and again pundits have declared the Concorde Compact to be
“camper van of the year”.

Foldable loft bed This gives you more headroom during the day and a blissful sleep at night

Luxury kitchen
With plenty of shelf space and a 3-burner cooktop

Luxurious double seating area
Comfortably seats two – also serves as a single bed

Rear washroom
Spacious rear washroom that spans the vehicle‘s width
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GLOBESCOUT VARIO
Maximum Space
For the sheer amount of space on offer, the VARIO simply can‘t be
beaten. With the addition of an optional roof bed, the vehicle can
sleep a total of four people. The central washroom separates the living

Upholstery Mindoro

space from the rear bedroom – a perfect arrangement for late risers.
There is also an optional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe and/or a large 140 L
fridge.

Two complete bedrooms Large double bed in the partinionable rear and a pull-down loft bed (optional).

Convenient kitchen
With 3-burner cooktop, optional 140 L fridge and plenty of storage space

Comfortable seating area
For cosy groups of up to four

Central washroom
Washroom that doubles as a partition to the rear bedroom
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SUMMIT 600
Plenty of clever details
The new SUMMIT 600 comes with all advantages of its bigger brother
SUMMIT 640, but wins with some more refined details. For example
the continuous perspective. Or the clever room-in-room solution with
the swiveling washroom/toilet. Its plus of comfort of the lounge-like

Upholstery Mindoro

function of the dinette and much, much more. The elegant lighting
concept draws the point on top of the I, for everyone, who likes
compactness and style whilst travelling.

Comfortable Sleep Large Double Bed in the Rear

Kitchenette
Functional and with a lot of optimised storage

Spacious and large Washroom/Toilet
With thought-through technology…

Comfortable dinette For convivial evenings for up to 4 people

… with the swivelling separation.
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SUMMIT 640
Perfection and Elegance
The new H-Line Summit 640 unites all popular and approved features
and elements, which define a comfortable and valuable Globecar
camper: spacious and comfy half dinette for four, the largest kitchen
area in a Globecar for culinary enjoyment and a large bedroom with
single beds. The highlight in the Summit is clearly the washroom, in

Upholstery Mindoro

which you choose between toilet or washroom by simply swivelling the
internal door to “push & lock” the toilet out of the way during
showering. The Summit 640: the highlight of Globecar Design and
Manufacture.

Sleeping like Kings 2 single beds in the rear for sleeping comforts in hotel-like quality

Culinary and practical Kitchen Design
The extra large kitchen area, comprising a 90 l fridge,
provides for the creation of local enjoyments and
homey meals.

Extra large washroom
Much elbow room, design and technology
for “wellness on the road”.

Enjoying mobile travel luxury convivially
Four can travel safely and comfortably and enjoy cosy evenings in the spacious half dinette
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INTERIOR

Let your ideas flow

To be at home anywhere in the world – our various living area décors are
making this idea possible. And being spoilt for choice, you will definitely
find what you fancy to feel comfortable and homey wherever you will
travel.

Your dealer will gladly support and guide you in making all the right
choices for your Globecar and will present you with all available options.
Please be advised that some options, upholsteries, décors and finishes
are subject to surcharges.

Just choose your favourite décor and upholstery and your H-Line
Globecar will turn into your “Sweet Home” on wheels.

UPHOLSTERY

Upholstery Mindoro
Upholstery Nizza
The Standard-Upholstery for the H-Line models. The alternative upholstery for the H-Line.

Upholstery Solero
A new and fresh optional upholstery for
Globecar’s H-Line.

EXTERIOR
The big world of finishes

Regardless if Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato –
here you will get an overview over the vehicle
colour finishes of your Globecar:

White 210 (Fiat) / White 549 (Citroën)

Imperial Blue

Tizian Red

Lago Azurro Metallic

Profondo Red Metallic

Aluminium Grey Metallic

Iron Grey Metallic

Golden White Metallic
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Auf Facebook: facebook.com / globecarreisemobile
Auf Google+: google.com / +globecar

Supporting you in 18 countries Europe-wide!
And of course on www.globecar.de

Subject to technical modifications and error. Please be kindly advised that this catalogue contains depictions of decorations, décors, furniture, upholstery and equipment which might be optional and subject to a surcharge. All measurements are metric, lengths in millimetres, if not mentioned otherwise.
Technical details concerning technology, water supply and prices are detailed in the separate pricelist. Colour deviations are due to the printing production processes. Current and updated as of 09/2016.
*The “Mass in running order” contains according to EU-Standards 97 / 27 EG and EN 1645-2 the unladen weight of the vehicle – inclusive the driver (75 kg), filled fuel tank and the following standard load: water tank with reduced capacity (20 kg), one full gas bottle (11 kg) and a cable drum (4 kg).
The technically approved total mass should not be exceeded by added individual equipment, passengers and possible optional special equipment. The count of passengers can be reduced by adding special or optional equipment.
All mentioned data concerning scope of delivery, outlook, design, performance, measurements and weight of the vehicles are valid at the date of layout and printing and conform with the European Regulations for Homologation. These can be subject to change at the time of sale or delivery.
Deviations inside manufacture tolerances (+/- 5% max.) are possible and permissible.

